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Abst ract - -Mot ivated  by concentration effects of the energy and singular behaviour of the dis- 
tribution of particles, a new concept of solution, called functional solution, for the Vlasov-Poisson 
system in three dimensions i  introduced. Global existence of functional solution is studied with 
positive bounded measures as initial data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Vlasov-Poisson system describes the evolution of the statistical distribution of particles of a 
plasma. Let f(t, x, v) be the distribution of particles at time t with respect o position x E R 3 
and velocity v c ~3. We will denote the initial condition by fo(x, v). The Vlasov-Poisson system 
is given by 
of 
a~- + (v.  Vx) f + (E .  V , ) f  = 0, on (0, T) x ]~6, (1.1) 
ro te  = 0, d ive  = Op(f), (1.2) 
p(f)(t,x) =/R3 f(t,x, v) dr, (1.3) 
with the init ial condit ion f (0,  x, v) = fo(X, v), where E(t, x) is the electrostat ic or gravitat ional  
force field and p(f) is the macroscopic density of f ,  with 0 = ±1. 
Concentrat ion effects of the energy, singular behaviour (see [1,2]), as well as the existence of 
measure solutions (see [3]) are not included in the framework of weak solutions. Mot ivated by 
these facts, our goal is to introduce a new concept of solution, called functional solution, which 
includes these kinds of singularit ies. This notion will be defined through a, dual i ty  principle 
involving the weak- ,  topology of a vector space related to the Vlasov-Poisson operator.  Funct ional  
solutions are operators  on this space and generalize classical and weak solutions. This new concept 
of solution connects with the idea that  part ia l  differential equations in classical or weak sense do 
not represent all the phenomena of the nature, part icular ly  when we deal with singular solutions. 
In this framework, some defect measures must appear in the equations which allow us to include 
in the model these relevant phenomena (see [1,4,5]). We will prove the existence of functional 
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solution if the initial data is a positive bounded measure, but this operator solution cannot be 
identified as a function in a first step in the more general setting. Assuming reasonable physical 
hypotheses, we can characterize the functional solution by a density f which, depending on the 
assumptions on the data, will be a weak solution of (1.1) with a possible defect measure as a 
second member. 
Galkin [6] introduced this concept of solution in the setting of systems of quasilinear conser- 
vation laws. Also, he showed that the notion of functional solution and the Filippov concept of 
solution [7] are equivalent in the framework of ordinary differential equations (see [8]). 
Finally, Chae and Dubovskii [9] observed the relation between these functional solutions and 
the measure-valued solutions introduced by Diperna and Majda [10] in the case of Euler equa- 
tions for incompressible fluid dynamics. They showed that the notion of functional solutions 
allows phenomena in which much stronger concentration of energy may occur than in the case of 
measure-valued solutions. Our concept of functional solution is inspired by [6,9]. 
Other notions of solutions have been considered for the Vlasov-Poisson system: classical, weak, 
and renormalized solutions. Pfaffelmoser [11] proved the global in time existence of classical 
solutions. Horst and Hunze [12] obtained global weak solutions of the Vlasov-Poisson system 
with initial data satisfying fo E LI(R 6) CI LP(R6), for some suitable p, and the boundedness of
the moments of order two in x and in v. Finally, the concept of renormalized solutions was 
introduced by DiPerna and Lions [13] and global existence for the Vlasov-Poisson system was 
proved if the initial data verifies the following weaker egularity, (1 ÷ ]vl 2 ÷ ] log fo I) fo E L1 (R6), 
and the initial force field Eo belongs to L2(R3) 3. In the stellar dynamic system (t~ = -1) ,  they 
also assume that fo E Lg/7(R6). 
2. FUNCTIONAL SOLUTIONS 
In order to state the concept of functional solutions, it is necessary to introduce some notations 
and definitions. Denote by QT --~ ~6 × [0, T[, Q~ : ]~3 × [0,T[, .~+(~N)  the set of positive 
bounded measures in R N, and L~oc(QT; f)  the space of locally integrable functions with respect 
to the measure f .  
Let us assume that E E Lloc(QT; f) ,  f E J~+(QT), and that (E, f )  is a weak solution of 
(1.1)-(1.3). Adding the weak form of the equations (1.1),(1.2), we obtain an equivalent formula- 
tion of the weak solution 
/o r 0o ] Ot d(t,z,v) 
(2.1) f 
+ / + rot  ] d(t,x) + / /o o d(x, v) = 0, 
JQ Jp.6 
where • E C~(QT),  ~p E Co~(Q~T), 77 E Co~(Q~) 3, and ~o(x,v) = ¢(O,x,v). 
Now, we introduce a set of symbols, in fact they will be functions, which is based on the weak 
formulation of solutions (2.1), but is independent of the chosen weak solution (E, f).  Let us 
define g to be the set of symbols F = Fk,](¢, ~, ~, rl) of the form 
F= 
where ]E  a,  k E R 3, ¢ E Co(QT), • E C~(QT),  ~a E C~(QtT), and V E Co~(Q~) 3. Let us 
point out that, for fixed ~p, (I), ~a, 17, F is a function on the variables (E, ] ,  t, x, v). 
The set £ is a vector space. Consider g* the algebraic dual of £. The dual pair (g*, g) can be 
considered as a local convex space endowed with the weak-* topology a(g*, g) (see [6,9]), i.e., a 
sequence In of operators in g* converges to l E £* if ln(F) ---* l(F), for every F E g. 
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We introduce the following applications II : £ , g by 
(.(0o) ) n(F)=(n , (F ) ,n=(r ) )= E,, -M,¢ ,~ ,U~,/(~,v) , 
and Ylo : g ----* go by Ho(F) = Fl , f (~o,  0, 0), where we have denoted by go the set IIo(g). In go,* 
we consider the weak-* topology a($ 2, go) as above. 
Following the above definitions, we can rewrite (2.1) as follows: 
r fr 
+ [ Iio (Fo,fo(x,~) ((~o, 0,0, 0)) d(x, v) = 0. (2.2) 
JR 6 
Let M be the set of pairs (E, f)  such that E E L~oc(QT; .f), f E Aa+(QT), and E(t, .) verifies 
the decay condition 
lira 1 fin [E(t ,x) ldx =0.  n-+cc n ~ <lzl<2, ~
We have a one-to-one correspondence b tween every (E, f)  ~ M and the operator l(e,fl ~ g* 
defined by 




+f  n2(F)(F~/,,~t,ei~,x,~ / (V~,¢,~,~)) d(t,x). 
JQ 
Let fo ~ Mo = J~/+(IR6). In the same way as above, there is an imbedding of Mo in g~ that 
assigns to fo the operator l~o defined by 
(IIo(F)) = f ¢o4fo(X,V). l~, 
y~ 6
Let -g/ and /17/o be the closure of M and Mo in g* and go, respectively, with the weak-* 
topologies. Now, we can state our concept of solution for the problems (1.1)-(1.3). 
DEFINITION 2.1. We wil] say that l e ~/I is a functional solution of the problem (1.1) (1.3) with 
initial condition l° c 2f/Io, if for any F ~ g, we have 
Z(rI(F)) + Z ° (no(F ) )  = 0. 
The notion of functional solution extends other notions of solution. In fact, it is straightforward 
fi'om the above definition to prove that every classical or weak solution of the problem (1.1)-(1.3) 
defines a functional solution of the Vlasov-Poisson system. Also, every renormalized solution of 
the Vlasov-Poisson equations defines as a limit a functional solution. Furthermore, it can be 
proved that functional solutions with additional properties are renormalized or weak solutions 
(see [14]). 
Exact examples of functional solutions that are neither weak or renormalized solutions can 
be obtained. It is known that it is possible to obtain the Vlasov-Poisson system from a limit 
procedure from the N-body problem. Let us prove that it is possible to consider the problem of 
the N bodies in the framework of functional solutions, which is not possible at all in the context 
of other notions of solutions. 
For instance, if we consider a single particle in zo without external interaction with an initial 
velocity Vo, the particle remains with the same velocity vo and the position zo + tvo for any 
positive t. Let us consider fo(X, v) = 6(z,,,v,,), where 6( ....... ) is the Dirac distribution in the point 
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(Xo, Vo). Therefore, we try f ( t ,  x, v) = 6(zo+t,o,Vo) to be a functional solution of the problem 
(1.1)-(1.3) with initial condition fo(X,V) = ~(~ .. . .  ). Let us define the following operator in the 
space £: 
// I ( F )= [¢(t, zo+tVo ,V)+(vo .  Vx)~( t ,  xo+tVo, Vo)] dt, 
for any F E g. It is straightforward to prove that / ( I I (F ) )  + l°(IIo(F)) = O, where l°(IIo(F)) = 
~o(Xo,Vo).  
Therefore, l is a functional solution of the Vlasov-Poisson system with initial condition lo. The 
same argument can be carried out with more particles. The above example does not have initial 
energy bounded. Other more elaborate xamples with the initial energy bounded are obtained 
in [14]; for instance, when we consider a distribution of particles whose macroscopic density is 
concentrated on a surface in the position space. 
3. EX ISTENCE OF FUNCTIONAL SOLUTIONS 
The main convergence r sult of functional solutions is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let l ° E 1~Io. Assume that there exists a sequence of operators l~ in M satisfying 
the following. 
1. There exists a sequence {en} such that, for any F E £, 
]t, , ,(~(F)) + z° (rio(F))[ + ] t° (no(F) )  - t °,~ (no(F))  I -~ 0, as ,~ -~ 0. 
2. For any ~p E C~ (QT), it is verified 
supl/;~>0 Tf~( t 'x 'v )¢ ( t 'x 'v )d ( t 'x 'v )  <0o. 
Then, there exists a sequence n such that l~ --* l in the weak-* topology being l a functional 
solution with initial condition l° E l~/io. 
Properties (1) and (2) of the previous theorem are called approximation and stability property 
of the sequence of operators, respectively. 
Let fo C A4+(R6). It is known from Section 2 that fo is imbedded in Mo. Let us define a mol- 
lified Vlasov-Poisson system by regularizing the kernel and the initial condition. The regularized 
system can be written as 
Of" - -~-+(v .  Vx) f '+(E ' .Vv) f '=O,  on(0,  T) x]R 6, 
E'(t ,  x) = 0 (K  ~ * p ( f ' )  (t, x)) ,  
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
with the initial condition f(0,-) = f~, where p(fe) the macroscopic density associated to f~. 
Problem (3.1),(3.2) has a unique regular solution (E ~, f~) which preserves the mass along the time. 
It is proved that the sequence of operators l~ associated to (E ~, re) verifies the two conditions 
stated in the previous theorem. Therefore, we have just proved the following result of existence. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let fo 6 A4+(Rs). Then, there exists a functional solution l E 2VI for the initial 
condition l° yo associated to fo. 
Let us obtain more properties of the functional solution by assuming more hypotheses on 
the initial data. From now on, we will assume that [v[2fo E .M+(Rs), Eo E L2(R3) 3, and 
[x[2fo E A//+(Rs), that is, the initial energy and the initial inertial momentum are bounded. We 
obtain that the kinetic energy of the mollified system remains bounded independently of e > 0 in 
some cases. This result allows us to obtain a limit for the regularized problems. Then, we obtain 
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a subsequence f f with f f  ---* f in the weak-* topology of 2k4(QT) and E ~ with E ~ --* E in the 
weak topology of L~(Q~T). Using Theorem 1, we deduce the following result. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let us assume the [ollowing hypotheses. 
1. fo E .]~+(]I~ 6) satisfies that ([xi2-~lvl2)fo E j~+(]~6) and Eo E L2(R3) 3 in the electrostatic 
case  (0 = 1).  
2. fo E L I (~ 6) N L9/7(]~:~ 6) satisfies that  (Ix[ 2 + ]vl2)fo E L I (~ 6) and Eo E L2(]~3) 3 in the 
gravitational case (0 = -1 ) .  
Then, there exists a functional solution l E 1~I for the initial condition l°fo associated to fo that 
satisfies 
and 
' ~r T 
with f E A/I+ (QT) and E E L 2 (Q~T)" Moreover, the kinetic energy of  the functional solution and 
~fie inertial momentum are finite, i.e., (Ix] 2 + Ivl 2) E L I (QT;  f ) .  
Under the condit ions of the previous result, the functional solution (E, f )  verifies the following 
equat ions in the sense of distr ibut ions:  
of 
0-7 + (v.  V~) f + A = 0, rot E = 0, div E = Op(f), 
where A is a d istr ibut ion of order one. 
In a recent note [1], Brenier and Grenier studied a similar problem in the framework of the quasi- 
neutra l  regime of a t ime independent p lasma located in a torus. Assuming that  the regular ized 
d ist r ibut ion of part icles f f  and the total  regularized energy are uniformly bounded independent ly  
of e, Brenier and Grenier have proved using the concept of general ized Young measures [10] and 
the H-measures (see [4,5]) the existence of a function f E L 1 ~ L ~ and two defect measures in 
order to take the l imit of the first two moments of that  d istr ibut ion function f .  In our setting, 
these facts are connected to the distr ibut ion A, in which the concentrat ion effects are included. 
It would be interest ing to find condit ions to show that  A = (E .  V , ) f  exact ly or to compute the 
term of defect. A more detai led development can be found in [14]. 
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